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Re - Anti Vikikizitha Mlotshwa Campaign
This is just a respond to the wide orchestrated Anti- Vikizitha Mlotshwa
Campaign. It has become evident that some people are car-hooting &
colliding with the media to destroy the NFP especial KZN PEC and its
Provincial Chairperson Hon VR Mlotshwa. There are some political
demagogues and power mongers, who are so desperate to cast suspicions of
fraud and corruption against him. This allegations are not true and being
cooked for certain mission & objective.
The Ant- Mlotshwa campaign is engineered with the aspersion on his integrity
and eventual aimed at discrediting him in the eyes of the public. These devil
masters of the night are trying to paint a wrong picture to public as if there
was or there are a riffs or cold war between Mlotshwa, NFP KZN PEC and
our lovely dearest Hon President Ka Magwaza Msibi.
As the NFPYM in KZN, we call upon our young people, to not wittingly or
unwittingly allow them to be used in a fight against our Constitutional Elected
Leaders.
We kindly and cordial request the NFP to institute an investigation or inquiry
and execute some disciplinary actions against the culprits and leaders, who
are in a forefront of this campaign as they are compromising the image of the
party. The NFP must act harshly against the hooligans & thugs who went all
out to boo our leaders at the current 4th Anniversary held at Vryheid or
Ebaqulisini
They need to be charged and be expelled from the NFP as they are bringing
our party into disrepute.
As the youth of the NFP, we are not being confused by the forces of doom and
we are 200% in support & behind our Hon President and our PEC leaders.

As the NFPYM in KZN, we welcomed all of those who are interested and
willing to stand for provincial positions but they must n't lobby using and
saying things with no evidence and we still feel it is wrong to use and abuse the
name of the President in their ambitious campaigns.
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